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Three goals that will 
position you for a 
substantive breakthrough 
in the year ahead.

For best results, watch the brief video 
presentation on this process available at 
http://janiczek.com/blog/extraordinary2015.

http://janiczek.com/blog/extraordinary2015
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Goal #3
With wealth mastered at a high level, break through blind spots, comfort zones and 
mindsets that limit results by mastering Thought Patterns for High Performance.

3 Goals and 3 Questions to make 2015 Extraordinary

Here’s a quick 3-step exercise designed to help you establish three extraordinary goals for 2015. We centered the exercise on our Janiczek® Approach to 
Wealth Mastery (EBI + SBWM = Wealth Mastery). Since we believe wealth is not an end, but a means to an end, the highest payoff will come from your 
answer to the third question.

The Janiczek® Approach: EBI + SBWM = Wealth Mastery

303-721-7000

Recommended 
Resource

To learn more about the Thought Patterns for High Performance, 
read our brochure on our Workshop Series.

Unit 1 Hidden in Plain Sight 
Understanding my blind spots and how they 
can limit my perception of my future.

Unit 2 Expand the Mind to Create the Future 
By setting out what is of value to me, I can 
expand my awareness of the resources 
available and learn that I am in control of  
my future.

Unit 3 How the Mind Works 
By understanding how my mind works, I can 
refine my decision-making process to create 
the life and future I want.

Unit 4 Beliefs Regulate Performance 
I regulate my behavior at my belief level and 
must change the picture of what is good 
enough for me in order to live and perform 
to my potential.

Unit 5 The Internal Conversation 
My beliefs are formed by the way I talk to 
myself. What others tell me won’t become a 
part of me, unless I give sanction, or agree, 
with it.

Unit 6 Comfort Zones 
I have created my current comfort zones, 
most likely by neglect. Some of my current 
comfort zones are holding me back from 
expanding my life, work and possibilities for 
my future.

Unit 7 The Next Time 
Learning why I need to give myself 
replacement pictures helps me determine 
my future. If I change what I think about,  
I can largely determine what happens to me.

Unit 8 Out of Order – Into Order 
Change offers me the opportunity to grow, 
but I must learn how to make my own 
opportunities. If I throw my system out of 
order, I can move to the new picture I have 
of my future.

Unit 9 Seeing Myself into the Future 
The power of my imagination and my ability 
to use forethought allows me to project 
myself into a new future - the future I want.

Unit 10 Living in Today, Planning for Tomorrow 
Learn the discipline of seeing reality, and 
yet holding the vision of what I want. All 
meaningful and lasting change begins on 
the inside.

Unit 11 The Tools for Change 
Learn the tools and processes that lead to 
sustainable growth and change in every 
aspect of life.

Unit 12 It’s My Choice 
Motivation can be negative and restrictive, 
which causes me to push back, or 
constructive. Putting my life on a “want-to” 
basis moves me forward, beyond my present 
limitation.

Unit 13 Yes, I am Good! 
It is time for me to take charge of my 
estimation of my worth, and stop relying  
on the opinion of others.

Unit 14 Goal-Setting Through 
In order to keep from flattening out,  
I need to reset my goals as I approach 
their accomplishment, which keeps me 
constantly moving forward.

Unit 15 Successful and Significant 
Yesterday’s dreams are today’s necessities. 
Today’s dreams are tomorrow’s 
opportunities!

Learning Units for Thought Patterns for High Performance Workshop

“I specifically selected this amazing experience to 
touch the lives of our clients in a meaningful and 
profound way. Don’t miss it!” 

– Joseph J. Janiczek
Founder & CEO

Recommended Resource
To learn more about Evidence Based 
Investing, read our white paper.

EVIDENCE BASED INVESTING  
FOR HIGH & ULTRA-HIGH  
NET WORTH INVESTORS

A disciplined framework for optimal,  
penalty-resistant investing in the 21st Century.

OCTOBER 2014

WHITE PAPER

Recommended Resource
To learn more about Strength Based 
Wealth Management, read our book.

Goal #1
Be an accomplished 
penalty-resistant 
investor.

Comprehensive Investment and Wealth Management
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Goal #2
Be an accomplished 
depletion-resistant 
wealth steward.
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Question #1:
What’s one important way you want to 
become a more accomplished, penalty-
resistant investor in 2015?

Question #3:
What’s one important way you want to break free of limiting mindsets in 2015?

Question #2:
What’s one important way you want to 
become a more accomplished, depletion-
resistant wealth steward in 2015?

http://janiczek.com/wp-content/uploads/Janiczek-and-Company-25th-Anniversary-Brochure.pdf
http://janiczek.com/why-choose-us/performance/
http://janiczek.com/why-choose-us/strength-based/
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This brochure provides some details on the design, aim and objectives of The Janiczek Wealth Optimization ProcessTM and the services of Janiczek & Company, Ltd. Results will vary, and no assur-
ances can be made as to the degree of progress made toward the aims and objectives identified herein. Janiczek & Company, Ltd. is a registered investment advisor with the Securities and Exchange
Commission. See the Janiczek & Company, Ltd. ADV Part II Disclosure Document provided to all prospective clients prior to engaging our services and available to all clients thereafter on an
ongoing basis upon request. Please remember to contact Janiczek & Company, Ltd. if there are any changes to your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purposes of reviewing/
evaluating/revising our previous recommendations and/or services, or if you want to impose, add, or modify any reasonable restrictions to our investment advisory services. Ratings by third party
rating services, such as Worth Magazine, Crescendo Business Services, Mutual Funds Magazine, should not be construed by a client or prospective client as a guarantee that any client or prospective
client will experience a certain level of results if Janiczek & Company, Ltd. is engaged, or continues to be engaged, to provide wealth and investment advisory services, nor should they be construed
as a current or past endorsement of Janiczek & Company, Ltd. by any of its clients. Worth Magazine and Mutual Funds Magazine base their selections on information submitted by investment
advisors throughout the country. Crescendo Business Services surveyed 74,000 high-net-worth investors in the Denver Colorado area (one of our markets and the location of our headquarters) in
nine client satisfaction categories. Schwab Institutional, Ned Davis Research, Tamarac and Morningstar are unaffiliated vendors utilized in the process of delivering some of the services provided to
clients and including their names herein should not be construed as an endorsement of any kind. The term “relationship” is not used to describe a formal business ownership arrangement but rather
as a way to describe the relationship we have and continue to build with these organizations in an attempt to better serve our clientele. TM & Copyright 2015, Janiczek & Company, Ltd. All rights
reserved. The Janiczek Wealth Optimization ProcessTM is a trademark of Wealth with Ease, LLC which also has a patent pending on various proprietary elements of the Wealth with Ease® System.

TM & Copyright 2015 Janiczek & Company, Ltd. All rights reserved. 

About Janiczek & Company, Ltd.

For nearly a quarter century, Janiczek & Company, Ltd. has delivered comprehensive investment and wealth 

management services that are tailored to the needs of high net worth investors (individuals with portfolios 

of $1 to $20 million) and ultra-high net worth investors (individuals with portfolios of $20 million+). The firm 

specializes in serving accomplished business owners and C-level executives, with a particular specialty in 

assisting those experiencing a life-changing liquidity event. Named among the top, best and most exclusive 

wealth advisors in the country multiple times, the company has been a pioneer in Evidence Based Investing  

and Strength Based Wealth Management™. Serving clients across the country on a fee-only, fiduciary basis,  

we welcome opportunities to serve like-minded clients within our exclusive niche. For more information go  

to www.janiczek.com or call us at 303-721-7000.


